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These release notes contain information regarding new functionalities, behaviors, changes, and

other new experiences you should expect when using this latest version of the product.

Legend
Enhancement: A new feature created to expand the capabilities of the

TrackIt Web Console and increase its overall benefit for end users.

Correction: A change intended to remove unexpected behaviors in the

TrackIt Web Console and improve the overall end user experience.

Process Steps: Step-by-step instructions intended to complete a task
associated with the enhancement or correction.

Information: General information needed to understand the context,
behaviors, and restrictions associated with new enhancements and

corrections.
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v3.0.41.19478 (06/16/2020)

Enhancements
The following items are newly-implemented features intended to increase end-user productivity

throughout TrackIt.

Post-trip DVIR alert (TX-2934)

A new DVIR Post-Trip alert has been added to theWebConsole for users of VisTracks. This alert

will trigger when a driver attempts to enter the ClockOut status or LogOut of TrackIt Android without

first completing a Post-trip DVIR. Administrators have the option to prevent drivers from clocking out

until the Post-trip DVIR is complete.

Pre-trip DVIR alert (TX-2902)

A new DVIR Pre-Trip alert was created for TrackIt and users of VisTracks. If a driver starts their
vehicle without completing a Pre-trip DVIR, this alert can be set to trigger.

System Health History displays appropriate

timestamp

(DDT-2604)

The SystemHealth History report now shows timestamps in the user's appropriate time zone.

Previously, the report only displayed timestamps inMountain Time.

New Health Aspect alert (DDT-2183)

A new Health Aspect Alert was created for theSystem Health Summary andSystem Health
History reports. Customers now have the option to configure an alert that will notify specific users

by email or text when a specific health aspect registers on the SystemHealth reports.
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